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EMR Security Overview

AMR is the world's largest digital
document repository for medical and
healthcare institution reports and
patient files. The issue of security and
HIPAA compliance relative to Electronic
Medical Records (EMR) is a key issue
in today's rapidly evolving world of
Healthcare technology.

AMR's unique PIN number access for
3D Logon security and patented
"Right2View" document encryption
technology ensure our unique 100%
HIPAA compliant ROI solution.
PIN number protection is trusted by
financial institutions and their
consumers to conduct millions of secure
bank ATM transactions daily. Review all
of our services at
www.advancedmedrec.com
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Job positions with broad, random
functions may require electronic access
to at least select portions of all
patients' medical files. Without such
access, employee and provider
effectiveness could be significantly
compromised.
For paper records, a locked file room
and record-request system provide
control over the physical record, but
these measures offer no control over
what is viewed. HIPAA compliant
access must incorporate a secure
"Right2View" component.
For EMR systems, access may be
controlled and monitored, but it is
much more difficult to control and
defend when random access is
required. Decisions to grant broad
access should be carefully evaluated
and justified.
Unlike paper records, where evidence
of inappropriate viewing can be
nonexistent, computerized audit logs of
EMR access make tracking possible.

Entering a "PIN" number Password

Security audits use audit trails and
audit logs to compare actual system
activity to expected activity. An audit
can be required as a result of a patient
complaint or suspicion of employee
wrongdoing.
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